Vibration Monitoring of Centrifugal Air Compressor
**Principle**

Centrifugal air compressor is a rotary machine that uses centrifugal force to develop pressure for different applications. It accelerates air from the center of the impeller and then slows it down in a diffuser. During the air expansion process, the velocity energy is converted into potential energy and consequently the air is pressurized.

Multiple stage, particularly three-stage, centrifugal air compressors are very common in a plant. Each single stage can render pressure increase ratio of 2:1 to 3:1, and a sequential three stages will end up with about an 8:1 pressure increase. Other advantages of three-stage compressors include the convenient control of temperature and moisture after each stage of compression. A centrifugal air compressor is a complex rotatory machine made of many different components. Fig. 1 illustrates some of them:

1. Motor
2. Bull gear with pinion gears to drive air compression stages.
3. Inlet throttling valve or inlet guide vanes (IGVs)
4. First air compression stage
5. Intercooler 1
6. Second air compression stage
7. Intercooler 2
8. Third air compression stage
9. Aftercooler
10. Blow-off valve
11. Check valve
12. Control panel

![Figure 1. Basic internal parts and processes of a centrifugal air compressor](image-url)
**Application**

Modern centrifugal air compressors are compact, efficient, and reliable. Typically, they are mounted on a common base with motor, gears, coolers, piping and controls all integrated. Compressor controller is used to manage the air compressor capacity and reliability at a relatively constant outlet pressure. Recent advanced technology of centrifugal air compressor has brought tremendous benefits to users, such as oil-free air delivery, simple installation, low-cost operation, and easy maintenance. As a result, centrifugal air compressor is extensively used in various industrious and commercial applications including the following:

- Air separation
- Oil refining
- Power generation
- Chemical processing
- Food and beverage
- Petrochemical
- Plastics
- Electronics
- Pulp and paper plant
- Textiles

One example of applications in a chemical processing plant is shown below in Fig. 2

**Failures and causes**

Catastrophic failure of the compressor can bring serious consequences to plant operations, such as failure of other equipment, safety hazards, downtime, lost production revenue, expensive repairs, and health issues. Compressor failures can be from different reasons, but the
most common one is the mechanical component failure linked to unbalance, misalignment, fatigue or off-design, insufficient or improper lubrication, seal failures, and the build-up of foreign materials. Picture below (Fig. 3) shows a catastrophic compressor failure at a refining facility, which caused significant downtime and huge production losses.

![Figure 3. One instance of a centrifugal air compressor failure](image)

The shaft is the critical rotating part to transmit motion and carry forces within the compressor mechanism. Bearing is attached to the housing to provide both radial and axial support to the shaft. Therefore, vibration in shaft or bearing housing will be the first symptom and genuine indicator of many problems of the centrifugal air compressor system.

**Asset Protection**

Centrifugal compressors are vital assets to many production facilities and plants are relying on them for operation. It is important to have certain machine protection mechanisms to provide healthy status of the compressor and prevent catastrophic failure. Vibration monitoring is one of the most common methods that can detect many faults before they escalate into serious problems. The implementation of vibration monitoring can lead to many other benefits, such as:

- Increase uptime and production output
- Eliminate unexpected repair and unscheduled downtime
- Optimize maintain scheduling and machine performance
- Improve financial position

The American Petroleum Institute (API) is a big advocator in developing equipment monitoring standards and the API standard have been widely accepted by many rotary machine users. In 1970, API accepted proximity probes as measurement devices for determining the acceptable shaft vibration during factory acceptance testing. Known as the API 670 standard, it was revised
later to add content concerning temperature and material for casing vibration measurements on gearboxes. In 2001, the API 670 standard was revised again and titled Machinery Protection Standard. API 670 has become the most widely applied standard for vibration monitoring in the world as it generally reflects recognized “good engineering practices” for vibration monitoring systems. In Fig. 4, API suggests that a minimum of two axial position and two pairs of radial vibration probes (X and Y) shall be installed for a centrifugal compressor with fluid film bearings for shaft vibration monitoring. And the experience also recommends a minimum of one set of seismic vibration sensors to be mounted on the bearing case to monitor the overall house vibration.

![Fig. 4 API 670 Typical System Arrangement for a Centrifugal Compressor with Hydrodynamic Bearings](image)

**Metrix Products**

Metrix pioneered the concept of technology innovation and affordable machinery protection to its customers. Metrix supplies a complete vibration solution with both proximity and seismic
product lines to meet different requirements from a variety of applications. The combination of our signature products digital proximity system MX2033 driver & MX2034 transmitter and seismic transmitter ST5484E can get your compressor under protection and provide many benefits to your business.

To protect a three-stage centrifugal air compressor, it is recommended to install at least one MX2034 probe system per impeller to measure radial vibration and at least one Seismic Transmitter ST5484E for gear box vibration. The 4-20mA signal can be routed to PLC/DCS Control and the buffered raw signal can be available for a diagnostic system. An improved system would use a pair of XY transducers at each bearing/seal. The typical installation and wiring are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Metrix Vibration Monitoring Products used a Centrifugal Air Compressor
To protect the centrifugal air compressor in a greater degree, it is recommended to monitor the axial position and the speed of motor/impeller shaft as well. Metrix MX2034 Proximity Transmitters have the capability to measure these parameters. The digital configurability of the MX2034 makes it easier for users to use any mode in the field to meet different requirements in your machine protection system. This can be achieved through Metrix DPS Configuration and Utility Software shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 Wiring Diagram of MX2034 in Centrifugal Air Compressor Application
Advanced Features of MX2034 Proximity Transmitter

1. Cross Talk Elimination

Cross Talk Elimination is used when proximity probes are close together, typically less than 25mm. This feature is used on one of the probes that could interfere electrically with another probe close by. One transmitter shifts its oscillation frequency different from the adjacent probe, thereby, preventing Cross Talk interference.

2. Spike Suppression

This feature is used to inhibit high amplitude electrical noise from outside the vibration monitoring system from impacting the performance of the vibration transmitter system. It temporarily suppresses high amplitude, short duration, typically less than 50 millisecond vibration spikes - like those induced possibly by a portable radio when keying the RF device.
3. **4-20mA Decay Rate Adjustment**

This feature is used to change the 4-20mA current output decay rate. When transmitter detects higher vibration, it will instantly increase the current output to reflect the vibration level change. However, the current won’t drop sharply when high vibration goes away. The adjustable decay rate allows the flexibility of control system to trigger alarm for rotating machinery running at various speed.